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FIRST REHEARSAL OF SHOW CAST AND CHORUS

Program for the Week Made Out—Girls to Get Costumes Today.

Saturday afternoon Mr. Sanger held his first combined rehearsal of the cast and chorus. The rehearsal went exceptionally well and afforded a chance of seeing what the plot is really like. The only real trouble with this was that the men did not sing the songs and parts were read extensively.

The program for this week through Wednesday afternoon is as follows:

Today, at 1:15, Mr. McNally will conduct a rehearsal of both cast and chorus in the Show room.

Tuesday afternoon, at 4:15, Mr. Sanger will go over the first act with cast.

Up to this time the principals have been reading their lines, but now on Mr. Sanger will permit no more of this reading, and the directors of the three men are to have their lines at least committed to memory.

This afternoon, at 4:15, the five principal girls and the society girls will meet in the Show room to go over the plot for costumes. These men must be prompt as one of the society girls is to be cut.

Tuesday afternoon, at 4:30, First Rehearsal of Show Cast and Chorus.

Wednesday afternoon, at 4:15, Mr. Sanger will meet all those men who are candidates for "light men." About six men will be chosen, but it is expected that more men will be out since so many fellows are needed.

COMMUNICATION.

To the Editor of THE TECH,

If an epidemic breaks out in our midst we immediately make every possible effort to find out what there is to be known about it. We have slowly and patiently learned that in a time of great excitement at least, comfort of mind may be the surest road to defeat.

Socialism is an epidemic that claims many a victim. Men of gifts and training, men of leadership in the centres of education, are turning socialistic, and not the fewest adherents of socialism are among engineers and professional men of all sorts. It is the act of an inferior in command the attention of all.

The Laidler is a man of gifts and training, and professional men of all sorts. It is the act of an inferior in command the attention of all.

The Laidler is a man of gifts and training, and professional men of all sorts. It is the act of an inferior in command the attention of all.

To the Editor of THE TECH,

If an epidemic breaks out in our midst we immediately make every possible effort to find out what there is to be known about it. We have slowly and patiently learned that in a time of great excitement at least, comfort of mind may be the surest road to defeat.

Socialism is an epidemic that claims many a victim. Men of gifts and training, men of leadership in the centres of education, are turning socialistic, and not the fewest adherents of socialism are among engineers and professional men of all sorts.

Everybody will be given a chance to learn about this new subject by being invited to Mr. Laidler in the Union Tuesday at 1:30. Mr. Laidler is a man of sufficient educational achievement to command the attention of all trained men.

Wide Awake.

WRESTLING VICTORY.

(Continued from Page 1.)

and had a shade the better of Riddle.

The decision was awarded to Kelly.

of whom these men are he will let them go.
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